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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to make Rick an owner of the files TRADE1.TXT and
TRDREPORT.TXT. Which of the following commands will you use to
accomplish this?
A. chown rick TRADE1.TXT TRDREPORT.TXT
B. chgrp rick TRADE1.TXT + TRDREPORT.TXT
C. chown rick TRADE1.TXT + TRDREPORT.TXT
D. chgrp rick TRADE1.TXT TRDREPORT.TXT
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is one of the differences between HP Device Manager and
Dell Wyse Device Manager Enterprise Edition?
A. HP Device Manager can image a thin client remotely, while
Dell Wyse Device Manager Enterprise images thin clients by
using a USB key.
B. Hp Device Manager is always free, while Dell Wyse Device
Manager Enterprise Edition is fee-based.

C. HP Device Manager is fee-based but at a lower rate than Dell
Wyse Device Manager Enterprise Edition's rate.
D. HP Device Manager manages all HP thin clients, while Dell
Wyse Device Manager Enterprise Edition has almost negligible
capabilities.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A covered entity:
A. includes healthcare providers who perform specified actions
electronically.
B. is exempt from the H1PAA privacy and security rules.
C. includes all healthcare providers.
D. must utilize business associates.
Answer: A
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